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Abstract—Federated Learning (FL) has emerged as a solution
to preserve data privacy by keeping the data locally on each
participant’s device. However, FL alone is still vulnerable to
attacks that can cause privacy leaks. Therefore, additional
security measures, at the cost of increasing runtimes, be-
come necessary. The Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
approach offers the highest degree of security during execution.
However, TEEs suffer from memory limits which prevent
safe end-to-end FL training of modern deep models. State-
of-the-art approaches limit secure training to selected layers,
failing to avert the full spectrum of attacks or adopt layer-
wise training affecting model performance. We benchmark the
usage of a library OS (LibOS) to run the full, unmodified end-
to-end FL training inside the TEE. We extensively evaluate
and model the overhead of the different security mechanisms
needed to protect the data and model during computation
(TEE), communication (TLS), and storage (disk encryption).
The obtained results across three datasets and two models
demonstrate that LibOSes are a viable way to seamlessly inject
security into FL with limited overhead (at most 2x), offering
valuable guidance for researchers and developers aiming to
apply FL in data-security-focused contexts.

1. Introduction

Federated Learning [1] has recently gained popularity
as a promising solution to tackle the challenge of training
models on distributed data without centralizing it. While
FL preserves data privacy by keeping data locally, it raises
important concerns regarding security during communica-
tion, storage, and model execution. It is crucial to ensure
that sensitive data is protected from unauthorized access, the
integrity of information is preserved throughout the process,
and the system is hardened against adversarial attacks. To
achieve this, encryption techniques are essential to guaran-
tee the confidentiality and authenticity of data and models
during various stages of FL. In this work, we benchmark the
runtimes of FL for image classification tasks, employing a
combination of encryption techniques to ensure security.

In a typical FL workload, Deep Learning (DL) models
are trained on local devices, keeping data locally and without
sharing them with a central entity. This approach ensures
data privacy and security, reducing the risks of disclosure

or breach of personal information. The parties involved in
a federation combine locally learned models into a glob-
ally shared one in an iterative way. The first proposed FL
algorithm is FederatedAveraging (FedAvg), where collabo-
ration is achieved by averaging the local model parameters.
However, FL can be subject to privacy leaks either due to
compromised systems allowing unauthorized access to local
training data or via machine learning-based adversarial at-
tacks violating the privacy by inferring/reconstructing (prop-
erties of) the training data [24]. For example, it is possible
to infer training samples held by clients by knowing the
previous aggregated model and the gradient update [15]. En-
cryption of memory, communication, and storage is required
to ensure an end-to-end robust and reliable FL workload.

TEEs offer the opportunity to move (part of) the FL
process into a secure enclave whose code can be attested
and verified. Current secure enclaves present significant
challenges in terms of code porting and adaptation. TEEs
impose architectural constraints, such as limited protected
memory and restriction to CPU resources, to avoid enlarging
the attack surface due to communications over the PCIe
bus. However, the recently released Nvidia H100 allows for
combining enclaves with GPUs, overcoming the CPU-only
limitation by exploiting VM-level isolation solutions such
as Intel TDX. Moreover, TEEs introduce overheads due to
enclave operations, which slow down code execution com-
pared to running in an unprotected environment. Additional
challenges include the difficulty of testing and debugging
enclaves and carefully controlling communication between
the enclave and the host environment. Despite these dif-
ficulties, TEEs provide an important level of security for
applications needing execution and data protection.

Using TEEs directly requires dealing with all the above
constraints. To lower the entry barrier, recently, LibOSes,
like Gramine [12] Fortanix [26] and Anjuna [28], allow to
run unmodified applications inside an enclave with minimal
host requirements and porting efforts. LibOSes can also
lift some TEE restrictions, such as the memory limit, by
transparently and securely swapping in/out memory pages,
enabling more efficient use of TEE functionalities. However,
the impact of such LibOSes on FL workloads has not yet
been investigated systematically.

In this work, we leverage Gramine to run the unmodified
OpenFL [13] federated learning framework and study the



impact of the different security mechanisms required to
run an end-to-end robust and reliable FL workload. We
chose these two because OpenFL provides out-of-the-box
support for Gramine. More in detail, underneath Gramine,
we rely on the Intel® Software Guard Extension (SGX) [11],
a set of CPU instructions that offer application and service
providers a secure environment to stand when managing the
use of the data they consume and collect. SGX provides a
secure, isolated area within the processor where data can
be processed confidentially and protected from potential
threats. This includes preventing unauthorized access by root
users or compromised systems.To ensure the confidentiality
of data stored on disk, we use the secure storage provided
by Gramine, in which files are transparently decrypted/en-
crypted when the application accesses them. Gramine also
allows signing and checking the integrity of all accessed
data and binaries. Finally, we adopt the Transport Layer Se-
curity [10] security protocol to create secure communication
channels among the FL participants.

The main contributions of our work are:

• Using reference image classification datasets, we
benchmark the use of LibOS to run secure end-to-
end FL pipelines and demonstrate its practicality.

• We perform extensive experiments to provide a sys-
tematic study on the runtime overhead of the dif-
ferent security mechanisms required for confidential
FL (CFL) and summarise the results in a model.

• We show that leveraging a LibOS allows the ex-
ploiting of conventional end-to-end training, thus
preserving the model’s performance.

• We release the code to replicate our experiments and
get familiar with FL pipelines on Gramine and SGX.

2. Related Work

We organize the related work into three parts: threats
to FL systems, TEE-enhanced DL and FL frameworks, and
trusted containers.

Threats to FL Systems. FL provides a false sense of
security by keeping data locally and exchanging only model
parameters or gradients. Besides the classic threats, such as
rootkits providing malicious users with root permissions [2],
FL is subject to different types of generic ML attacks. From
a privacy perspective, FL is subject to three main attack
categories. Membership inference attacks [9] aim to identify
if a sample is in the training set. They are particularly
successful when having access to the trained model and its
last layers [8]. Property inference attacks [7] want to infer
a global private property of the data. Strong aggregations
ease this attack [3]. Inversion/extraction attacks try to ex-
tract representative or complete examples from the training
data [6]. These attacks leverage access to early model layers
and their updates on small data batches. Besides those
targeting user privacy, further attacks can be more pernicious
in FL settings. Model extraction attacks aim to duplicate
the functionality of the model [5]. Poisoning attacks try
to bias the resulting model to degrade its performance or

draw predictions that are preferable to the opponent [4].
A mechanism of secure aggregation, by hiding parameter-
s/updates from opponents, although insufficient to avert all
attacks under any threat model, significantly hardens FL in
a broad range of scenarios [20], [24].

TEE-enhanced Deep and FL. Related work leverages
secure enclaves for training DNNs [18]. However, due to
their size, prior work often must adopt ad-hoc strategies to
circumvent the memory limit. A recent solution [19] devises
a ternary partition mechanism and enforces enclaved exe-
cution only on the most sensitive partitions. DarkneTZ [17]
runs only the last layers inside the TEE to avert membership
inference attacks. However, it is critical to protect the full
model to address a broader range of attacks. A recent
work [20] proposes PPFL, a privacy-preserving FL frame-
work leveraging TEEs (Arm TrustZone) in mobile devices.
Authors circumvent the TEE memory limit by adopting a
layer-wise training strategy to train layers one at a time.
While PPFL significantly improves privacy, layer-wise train-
ing introduces a 3x higher delay on the end-to-end model
and affects the model’s accuracy. In contrast, SecFL [21]
proposes an FL framework leveraging SCONE, a LibOS, to
perform training inside TEE enclaves. Like us, SecFL runs
OpenFL inside SGX enclaves; however, the authors do not
provide details on implementation or experimental results.

TEEs. TEEs rely on hardware support, e.g., Intel® SGX
and Arm® TrustZone, to allow the creation of protected
memory regions called enclaves. Leveraging such enclaves
directly is cumbersome, requiring modified executables and
dealing with inherent limitations. Trusted containers aim to
bypass such burdens. Several solutions are proposed [16]
acting either as library OS [12], [26], libc wrapper [22]
or using the WebAssembly System Interface [27]. LibOSes
provide the functionality of an OS as a set of libraries
directly linked to the application in a single address space.
As such, they allow us to easily define boundaries enforcing
security policies and reduce the need to invoke costly system
calls that access the insecure world.

Different from related work, we use Gramine for libOS-
based trusted containers that are able to run unmodified
applications inside SGX enclaves, reducing the porting effort
to a minimum. We conduct an extensive series of experi-
ments, training various image classification models end-to-
end rather than layer-wise on popular datasets. We proceed
with a thorough assessment of the overhead introduced by
the different encryption techniques employed.

3. System overview

Fig. 1 presents an overview of the considered CFL sys-
tem. We couple a containerized FL framework with LibOS-
based trusted containers, disk encryption (DE) and secured
network communications. While the overall architecture
is agnostic to the specific FL framework and LibOS, we
adopted OpenFL and Gramine to conduct our experiments.
OpenFL is an FL framework developed by Intel® Internet
of Things Group (IOTG) and Intel® Labs, which is DL
framework-agnostic. Here, we couple it with PyTorch as
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Figure 1: Overview of a generic system of CFL. In our proposed system, the FL framework OpenFL runs inside Gramine,
a libOS requiring a Linux kernel with SGX drivers. Gramine provides disk encryption. Model execution (training and
validation) and aggregation are performed inside Intel® SGX enclaves. TLS provides secure communication.

the DL library. Both client-side and server-side OpenFL
applications are executed within SGX using Gramine. More-
over, we use Gramine to use encrypted disk data option-
ally and optionally configure OpenFL with TLS to secure
all network communications. For ease of deployment, we
further encapsulate the graminized OpenFL inside Docker
images, providing an isolated and portable environment for
execution. The combined use of SGX, Gramine, TLS, and
Docker ensures a high level of security and portability
of the OpenFL application. Below, we provide a detailed
description of the main security-related components.

Intel® SGX. SGX is a hardware-based security tech-
nology for Intel processors first introduced on the Xeon®

server line of CPUs. It aims to offer effective isolation and
protection for sensitive data and code within a TEE. SGX
depends on new processor instructions and architectural ele-
ments that create isolated memory areas known as enclaves.
Enclave code and data are kept in a region of protected phys-
ical memory called the enclave page cache (EPC). These
enclaves are encrypted and secured against outside access,
ensuring that data and computations inside remain private
and essential even in the presence of malicious software,
privileged users, or compromised operating systems. When
a thread needs to run enclave code, the CPU enters enclave
mode, and the control jumps to a predefined enclave entry
point, introducing a performance overhead. To prevent leaks,
enclaves limit the memory, minimizing the trusted code base
to reduce the attack surface and restrict access to OS system
calls since they run as unprotected functions in kernel space.
The use of cryptographic attestation ensures the integrity of
the enclaved content.

Gramine. Gramine is a LibOS developed to run native,
unmodified Linux applications on any platform. If SGX is
available, Gramine can run applications inside the enclave
with minimal requirements and porting efforts, thus pro-
viding security guarantees and protecting against malicious
host OSes. Gramine supports multi-processing and multi-
threading and virtualizes process/thread identifiers. Gramine
attaches itself as a LibOS to an application and intercepts
every request it makes to the host OS. Gramine fully handles
some of these requests, while others are funnelled to the

host OS via an API. In either case, the correctness and
consistency of each application’s request and each host’s
response are checked. Gramine keeps an internal, ”shadow”
state for these checks. As a result, Gramine defends against
Iago attacks [29], a type of assault that exploits vulnera-
bilities of an untrusted OS by returning malicious syscalls.
Moreover, the syscalls handled fully by Gramine improve
the application performance by avoiding costly switches to
the kernel in the unprotected world.
Gramine runs inside a process called picoprocess, which
contains the binary code and the libraries required for the
application to be executed, the LibOS instance, and the
Platform Adapter Layer (PAL), which provides an interface
between the libOS and the kernel. The PAL is responsible
for translating the system calls for the kernel. Gramine offers
two backends: execution on the host OS and execution inside
an SGX enclave. A trusted reference monitor ensures libOS
isolation, handling system calls that affect both the internal
and external picoprocess state. The libOS interfaces with
a small number of PAL functions, thus reducing the attack
surface. Native Gramine, before said Graphene, protects the
system underlying the libOS by isolating the picoprocess.
To benefit from this security, applications can run inside
Gramine with the gramine-direct command. Gramine im-
plemented the functionalities required to be compatible with
SGX enclaves later. To execute applications inside an SGX
enclave by using Gramine, the command is gramine-sgx.

We deployed a “graminized” version of a Docker image
by installing Gramine and OpenFL, which can be run with
the standard Docker commands.

Disk Encryption. Gramine does not simply mirror the
filesystem of the host OS but creates its own view of the
directories and files on the selected portion of the host.
Gramine also provides the mechanism of DE. Encrypted
files are transparently decrypted when accessed by Gramine
or the application running inside Gramine on each file
access via SGX SDK Merkle-tree format. It is possible to
encrypt files by specifying a path and an encryption key.
Additionally, Gramine allows the mounting of different files
and directories with different encryption keys. The benefits
of DE are data confidentiality (only authorized applications
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running in the SGX enclave can access the data), data
integrity (tamper resistance: encrypted files protect data
from unauthorized changes and alterations), and file swap
protection (an encrypted file can only be accessed when in
a specific host path, preventing unauthorized file swaps).

Transport Layer Security (TLS). TLS is a widespread
cryptographic protocol used to secure communications over
computer networks. TLS is used to protect data in client-
server communications. It mainly introduces overhead at
connection initiation to perform the handshake, and derive
the encryption keys, and encrypt/decrypt all data when
sending/receiving over the secured connection.

System Tuning. Various factors can combine to cause
undesired performance degradation, depending on the num-
ber of threads and the size of the SGX enclave. In particular,
glibc’s malloc speculatively requests a 64 MB per-thread
arena from the kernel when a thread first calls malloc as
an optimization, as the default settings assume that virtual
memory is almost limitless. However, SGX V1 breaks this
because it requires that any memory request is immediately
backed up by physical memory. When several threads are
spawned (and all call malloc), the per-thread arenas may
use up a significant amount of the memory reserved for the
enclave. Calls to malloc will not fail in this situation since
the allocator will allocate a single page to fulfil the request
in its place. However, the remainder of the page will not
be used, wasting most of this memory. This means that if
64 · NT > E, with NT the application’s thread count, and
E the enclave size, calls to malloc will be much slower
and less memory-efficient than they should be. We found
that our PyTorch workloads spawned 8 threads per physical
core, exceeding E = 16GB (E must be a power of 2, and
it was impossible to increase it to 32 to avoid exceeding
physical memory). We discovered empirically that the best
results, in terms of runtime performance, are achieved when
the number of threads is set equal to the number of core(s)
per socket of the running machine (forty in our case).

Another possible tweaking point is the GNU OpenMP
library (libgomp). The standard libgomp uses raw syscall
instructions, which Gramine handles via a slow path, i.e.,
by catching exceptions. Gramine can be built with a patched
version of libgomp, which uses a fast path by replacing
system calls with direct function calls.Testing a PyTorch DL
application running in Gramine with the patched version of
libgomp showed better runtime performance than running
with the standard one. However, our Dockerized application
showed no significant benefits from using either version, so
we adopted the standard one for our experiments.

4. Experiments Setup

Federation Setup. The entities of the federation work-
flow of OpenFL are the Aggregator (the server) and the
Collaborators (the clients). Each collaborator executes one
training and two validation stages for each federation round.
Firstly, they validate the global model produced by the
aggregator on the local test data. Then, they train the model
on the local training data. Finally, they validate the updated

MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Dimension 28x28 32x32 32x32
Representation Binary RGB RGB
Train samples 60.000 50.000 50.000
Test samples 10.000 10.000 10.000
Size (MB) 64 170 169

TABLE 1: Statistics of the datasets.

ResNet-18 MobileNetV3-Small

Parameters 11.181.642 1.528.106
Size (MB) 42.69 5.88
Layers 68 210

TABLE 2: Statistics of the models.

(local) model on local test data.
Testbed Setup. All experiments used a distributed envi-

ronment encompassing one Aggregator and three Collabo-
rators, each deployed on a dedicated server. All servers are
dual sockets with two 3rd generation Intel® Xeon Scalable
Platinum 8380 CPUs (40 cores @ 2.30GHz) with SGX
support. The servers communicate via 100Gb/s Ethernet
links. As software, we used OpenFL v1.5 and Gramine v1.4.
We release all the files required to reproduce our exper-
iments (Dockerfiles, OpenFL manifest, and Python code)
at the following link: https://github.com/CasellaJr/SGX-FL-
OPENFL-GRAMINE-BENCHMARK-IMAGES.

Datasets. We used three image classification benchmark
datasets, i.e., MNIST [31], CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 [32].
The statistics of each dataset are summarized in Table 1.

Models. We employed two widely used literature image
classification models: ResNet-18 [14] and MobileNetV3-
Small [23]. We trained each model for 100 rounds using
the cross-entropy loss. Adam was used as optimizer, with a
learning rate 1e−4.Table 2 summarises the statistics of the
two networks for the CIFAR10 dataset. Using more classes,
i.e., CIFAR100, slightly increases the number of parame-
ters and model size by 0.41%. Using smaller inputs/fewer
colours (MNIST) slightly decreases them by 0.06%.

5. Evaluation

We analyzed the impact of all the components shown in
Fig. 1 on the models’ runtimes and final accuracies.

Model Runtime. We train the two models on the three
datasets, starting from the baseline and incrementally adding
security mechanisms. Each one adds some extra execution
steps. Gramine-direct redirects the system calls through
Gramine. SGX further runs the application in the security
enclave. We also selectively enable encrypted disk data (DE)
and secure communications (TLS). Table 3 summarizes the
total wall clock times of each experiment.Results expressed
in the HH:MM time format reveal an easily discernible
pattern. As expected, each addition of a security measure
leads to an increase in execution time. Overall, it is possible
to state that a fully encrypted FL pipeline doubles the
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execution time. We elaborate on these results further via
ablation studies in the subsequent section.

Model Accuracy. Since our approach preserves accu-
racy without suffering any loss compared to other mecha-
nisms of CFL, the discussion and the plots of the model’s
performance are reported in the Appendix.

5.1. Ablation Studies

We conducted different ablation studies using combina-
tions of the previously presented encryption techniques to
build a performance overhead model and to investigate their
impact on different execution phases.

Performance Overhead Model. Each security mecha-
nism adds extra steps which intuitively (and as seen previ-
ously in Table 3) add a bit to the execution time. Hence,
we can model the execution time T as a linear combination
with one term to capture the relationship with each discussed
security mechanism:

T = Tbaseline +OGramine +OSGX +ODE +OTLS

where Tbaseline is the runtime without any security mecha-
nism and OGramine, OSGX , ODE , OTLS represent the over-
heads introduced by Gramine, SGX, DE, and TLS, respec-
tively. We express each overhead as a cost coefficient C for
the Tbaseline, i.e. O = C · Tbaseline.

We fit this model using non-negative linear regression,
leveraging the knowledge that each mechanism only adds
extra work. Table 3 shows the fitted values for both models.

As shown in Table 3, the overhead introduced by
Gramine and by SGX highly depends on the model archi-
tecture. ResNet-18 is more significantly impacted by the
performance penalty caused by Gramine (about 2.7x), whilst
MobileNet-V3 Small is more affected by the performance
penalty caused by SGX (about 5.9x). The first difference
results from ResNet-18’s significantly higher memory oc-
cupancy, about seven times greater than MobileNet’s. As a
result, ResNet-18 relies more on the memory management
introduced by Gramine to satisfy the memory constraints,
resulting in an increased overhead attributable to Gramine.
Conversely, in the case of MobileNetV3-Small, the slow-
down attributed to SGX is more significant. This is because
MobileNetV3-Small has a larger number of layers, about
3.1 times more, which, due to the internals of OpenFL,
increases the number of I/O and network operations. These,
in turn, increase the overhead caused by switching from
the secure enclave to the unprotected world. Finally, the
overheads introduced by DE and TLS are comparable for
both models, although they are slightly higher in the case
of ResNet-18, as its size and magnitude in MB are greater
than MobileNetV3-Small.

Analysis of the Computation Overhead. For each col-
laborator of the federation, the typical OpenFL computation
workload consists of three steps: validation of the previously
received aggregated model from the server, refinement via
training on the local data, and validation of the locally tuned
model. Fig. 4 shows stacked bar plots of compute time

for the three phases, for the three datasets, and different
combinations of security mechanisms. Here, we exclude the
communication as well as synchronization time.

First, as expected, training dominates the execution
time at each collaborator, with validation times of the
aggregated and locally tuned models being only a small
fraction of each round’s compute time. As previously ex-
plained, the slowdown introduced by Gramine is signifi-
cantly higher for ResNet-18 because a model with larger
layers stresses Gramine’s memory manager more. In the
case of MobileNetV3-Small, the overhead caused by SGX
is more noticeable because a model with more layers tends
to incur more switches between the secure enclave and
unprotected worlds, which suffer from SGX overhead costs.

DE causes a small amount of overhead, which aligns
with the Gramine documentation, which expects a 1-10%
cost. Notably, in some cases, SGX and DE are slightly faster
than SGX alone. This happens because SGX is very sensi-
tive to small transient variations in the system conditions.

Surprisingly, we also observe a (small) impact of TLS
on computation times. The combined use of SGX and TLS
adds overhead to using only SGX. TLS has more impact
during the training of ResNet-18 than of MobileNetV3-
Small. However, we are not sure about the exact causes.

Analysis of the Communication Overhead. Unlike the
previous section, here we focus on the sole communication
times (the latency required for the different nodes of the
network to exchange information with the server). These
are reported in Table 4.

One can note that Gramine, SGX, and TLS all add
communication overhead. This happens because Gramine
must relay the system calls to send/receive data through the
kernel. This also requires a switch between the secure en-
clave and the unprotected world, i.e. where the kernel is lo-
cated, which incurs significant overheads [25]. However, the
greater source of communication overhead, as seen from the
cost coefficients of the linear regression models in Table 3, is
given by TLS. This is an expected result because TLS adds a
delay during connection setup to do the TLS handshake and
key derivation and during data transfers to encrypt/decrypt
the data sent over the secure communication channel. While
the relative overhead is comparable between the two models,
the absolute times are a bit surprising. Indeed, while ResNet-
18 has around 7 times the number of trainable parameters
and size (in megabytes) of MobileNetV3-Small, the com-
munication time of MobileNetV3-Small is approximately
twice that of ResNet-18. This happens because in OpenFL,
collaborators request the aggregated model by layers, and
MobileNetV3-Small has roughly 3x the layers of ResNet18
(even if all of them are smaller).
Finally, DE does not introduce any additional delay.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a performance analysis for
CFL. We leveraged a libOS, Gramine, to execute a fully en-
crypted FL pipeline within a TEE, Intel® SGX. A thorough
analysis and modelling of the overhead caused by various se-
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ResNet-18 MobileNetV3-Small

MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100 MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Baseline 01:55 02:01 01:54 01:40 01:38 01:29
Gramine-direct 03:10 03:33 03:32 02:12 01:54 02:03
SGX 03:17 03:36 03:49 02:43 02:24 02:36
SGX + DE 03:21 03:41 03:40 02:48 02:26 02:43
SGX + TLS 03:42 03:53 03:59 02:53 02:37 02:55
SGX + TLS + DE 03:51 04:07 04:11 02:54 02:38 03:01

TABLE 3: Wall-clock execution times [HH:MM] to train models on 100 federated training rounds of 1 epoch.

OGramine = CGramine · Tbaseline

OSGX = CSGX · Tbaseline

ODE = CDE · Tbaseline

OTLS = CTLS · Tbaseline

Figure 2: Overhead terms of the wall-clock times.

ResNet-18 MobileNetV3-Small

CGramine 0.754 0.282
CSGX 0.056 0.330
CDE 0.046 0.040
CTLS 0.197 0.133

Figure 3: Coefficients of the linear regression models.
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Figure 4: Computation times [s] of the models (mean of three clients and 100 federated training rounds) for: a) ResNet-18
and b) MobileNetV3-Small. The orange bar refers to the validation of the aggregated model, the light blue bar refers to the
training time, and the dark blue bar refers to the locally tuned model validation.

ResNet-18 MobileNetV3-Small

MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100 MNIST CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Baseline 5.0 ± 0.0 5.0 ± 0.0 5.0 ± 0.0 10.0 ± 0.0 10.05 ± 0.26 5.0 ± 0.0
Gramine-direct 6.91 ± 0.81 6.71 ± 0.66 6.74 ± 0.63 13.32 ± 1.10 13.03 ± 0.79 13.35 ± 0.99
SGX 7.49 ± 0.60 7.44 ± 0.51 7.31 ± 0.53 14.25 ± 0.73 14.19 ± 0.65 14.69 ± 1.06
SGX + DE 7.52 ± 0.61 6.67 ± 0.66 7.26 ± 0.47 14.72 ± 1.11 14.32 ± 0.72 14.94 ± 1.32
SGX + TLS 11.04 ± 0.64 11.09 ± 0.54 11.0 ± 0.0 21.81 ± 0.91 21.28 ± 0.60 22.17 ± 1.28
SGX + TLS + FS 11.21 ± 0.59 11.16 ± 0.57 11.19 ± 0.57 21.33 ± 0.69 21.40 ± 0.64 22.32 ± 1.60

TABLE 4: Communication times in seconds (mean ± standard deviation of three clients and 100 federated training rounds).

curity mechanisms, including DE, TEE for model protection
during computation, and TLS for communications, is carried
out. Results spanning over three datasets and two models
show that libOSes represent a practical way to integrate
security into FL without the prohibitive overhead (up to 2x),
providing crucial knowledge for researchers and developers
looking to implement FL in contexts centred around data
security. One drawback of our method is the underlying vul-
nerability of the TEEs, suffering from side-channel attacks,
such as cache attacks [30]. Here, we consider such attacks
out of scope, relying on the ideal concept of TEE.

For future work, we aim to test the performance of CFL
applications based on VM-level isolation, thanks to recently

released solutions such as Intel TDX, which also allow for
the deployment of the world’s first GPU with confidential
computing capabilities, the Nvidia H100.
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Appendix

Figures 5 to 7 show the accuracy per round of the
aggregated model of a ResNet-18. We observe similar re-
sults across all experiments. As shown in Figures 5 to 7,
the adoption of encryption techniques has no effect on the
overall accuracy of the model. This is because the model
is trained in a conventional end-to-end way inside Gramine
and the SGX enclave. The observed variability is in line
with the inherent variability of the training algorithm as
can be seen from the baseline case. So, unlike layer-wise
training techniques that have been employed in secure FL
pipelines to circumvent memory constraints [20], the use
of SGX through Gramine preserves the standard training
procedure without any impact on model accuracy.
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Figure 5: Evolution of ResNet-18 accuracy on MNIST with
federated training rounds.
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Figure 6: Evolution of ResNet-18 accuracy on CIFAR10
with federated training rounds.
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Figure 7: Evolution of ResNet-18 accuracy on CIFAR100
with federated training rounds.
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